Self-propulsion of a planar electric or magnetic microbot immersed in a polar viscous fluid.
A planar sheet immersed in an electrically polar liquid like water can propel itself by means of a plane wave charge density propagating in the sheet. The corresponding running electric wave polarizes the fluid and causes an electrical torque density to act on the fluid. The sheet is convected by the fluid motion resulting from the conversion of rotational particle motion, generated by the torque density, into translational fluid motion by the mechanism of friction and spin diffusion. Similarly, a planar sheet immersed in a magnetic ferrofluid can propel itself by means of a plane wave current density in the sheet and the torque density acting on the fluid corresponding to the running wave magnetic field and magnetization. The effect is studied on the basis of the micropolar fluid equations of motion and Maxwell's equations of electrostatics or magnetostatics, respectively. An analytic expression is derived for the velocity of the sheet by perturbation theory to second order in powers of the amplitude of the driving charge or current density. Under the assumption that the equilibrium magnetic equation of state may be used in linearized form and that higher harmonics than the first may be neglected, a set of self-consistent integral equations is derived which can be solved numerically by iteration. In typical situations the second-order perturbation theory turns out to be quite accurate.